1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

For a long time, protein coding RNAs and their products were the focus of genetic research. Then slowly a group of small non-coding RNAs, including miRNAs, siRNAs, piRNAs, snRNAs and snoRNAs became a new trend in describing functional mechanisms in gene regulation. However, not until the discovery that the majority of genetic information is transcribed into a new group of lncRNAs \[[@bib1]\], the functional potential of non-coding regions has been fully recognized and hence has become more and more predominant in research. LncRNAs are a special group of non-coding RNA with a length of over 200 nucleotides which can function through a variety of binding partners, including RNA binding proteins (RBPs), DNA and other RNAs. The reason they have been overlooked for so long is that their expression level is usually lower compared to protein coding genes and are highly celltype-specific \[[@bib2]\]. Nonetheless it has already been shown that different groups of lncRNAs have a significant impact on major biological processes including metabolism \[[@bib3]\], differentiation \[[@bib4]\] and development \[[@bib5]\]. Also there is a steadily growing number of lncRNA transcripts linked to the cardiovascular system \[[@bib6]\]. This can be of great interest because a significant amount of genetic variation identified in cardiovascular diseases through genome-wide association studies is found in non-coding regions \[[@bib7]\]. The greatest challenge in lncRNA research is that although the number of described lncRNAs is rapidly increasing, the molecular mechanisms are still largely unknown. Since lncRNAs lack the ability to code for a protein, they need to affect their targets through their structure. Therefore, the focus recently shifted to investigating their structure for functional hints. The structure of RNA molecules can be categorized in different depths. The primary structure is simply the sequence of nucleotides. Secondary structure predicts the structure based solely on base pairing due to hydrogen bonds within the lncRNA without taking the three-dimensional structure into account which would be the tertiary structure. These structures then can give hints on the formation of secondary or tertiary complexes with proteins or other genomic sequences and therefore affects gene regulation. For a long time, unreliable *in silico* predictions or difficult and laborious crystallization experiments were the only methods for investigating the secondary structure, but recent advances in structure probing led to a few very well described examples of secondary structure so far. Especially the combination of experimentally and computationally predicted structures seemed to produce the most reliable results and will help to understand the impact of these molecules in diverse complex cardiovascular diseases. This review will give an overview of the different developed methods as well as pointing out how they have improved the understanding of lncRNA function in the cardiovascular context so far.

2. Experimental RNA structure probing {#sec2}
=====================================

During the last decade many different probing techniques evolved to explore the accurate secondary structures of RNA molecules. They can be categorized into two different groups, namely the enzymatic and the chemical probing techniques which are both combined with high-throughput sequencing and followed by bioinformatic analysis. The enzymatic approach involves nucleases that are able to bind to either paired or unpaired bases in a RNA structure and digest the according region. Consequently, the remaining RNA fragments can be sequenced and analyzed. The secondary structure is then derived from the characteristic pattern of the sequenced fragments. Chemical probing methods are based on several different chemical reagents that bind to unpaired nucleotides. This leads to interruption during the reverse transcription (RT) process, and the corresponding structure information can be retrieved after sequencing of the shortened reads. Previously, it was only possible to probe a single RNA structure at a time, but due to the recent combination of probing techniques with next generation sequencing, it is now feasible to investigate multiple targets or even a whole transcriptome *in vivo* or *in vitro* at once. Although all those approaches have the same goal in common, it is important to choose the correct approach to address each problem, due to certain variations in their protocol and experimental limitations (see [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). In the following section, the most prominent methods for structure probing will be discussed.Table 1Summary of the most broadly applied secondary structure probing methods. Different techniques may fit best for different applications.Table 1TechniqueTypeProContraReagentPARS \[[@bib10]\]enzymaticdigests paired/unpaired bases; suited for riboswitches; transcriptomepoly(A) selected; over-digestion of RNA; *in vitro*ssRNase S1 dsRNase V1Fraq-Seq \[[@bib13]\]enzymaticP1 is thermal stable; transcriptomecontrol needed; for smaller RNA molecules; poly(A) selection; *in vitro*ssRNAase P1DMS-Seq \[[@bib14],[@bib16]\]chemical*in vitro*/*in vivo*; DMS cell permeable; transcriptome *in vivo*poly(A) selection; needs control sample; RBPs influence; *in vivo*DMSSHAPE \[[@bib18]\]chemicalsingle nucleotide resolution; multiple RNA profiling*in vitro*; needs control sampleIM7, NMIA, NAI-N~3~, FAIIcSHAPE \[[@bib22]\]chemical*in vivo*; single nucleotide resolution; transcriptomeinfluenced by RBP bindingIM7, NMIA, NAI-N~3~, FAI

2.1. Enzymatic probing techniques {#sec2.1}
---------------------------------

Enzymatic probing of RNA structures already dates back several decades \[[@bib8],[@bib9]\], but only coupling them with high-throughput sequencing makes them widely applicable and superior to nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy and crystallization methods. Especially since lncRNAs are in general too long and unstable for those methods. Recent efforts showed promising results and improvements in exploring structures from single RNAs and even transcriptomes.

### 2.1.1. PARS {#sec2.1.1}

Parallel analysis of RNA structure (PARS) \[[@bib10]\] involves two enzymes which are structure-specific ribonucleases. One sample is treated with the RNase V1 which targets double stranded and another is treated with the RNase S1 which targets single stranded regions of ribonuleic acids. After sequencing both samples, the so-called PARS score is calculated for each RNA on the nucleotide level. It is described as the $log_{2}$-ratio of fragments found in both samples. Therefore the PARS score gives an impression of the degree of structured RNA along the bases. With this method it is feasible to determine the secondary structure of many different RNAs at the same time. A previous study used PARS to characterize the transcriptome-wide coding and non-coding RNA secondary structures of a family trio \[[@bib11]\]. Their findings suggested that around 15% of all single nucleotide variations observed can alter the secondary structure. Since this method targets both paired and unpaired bases, a high score in both enzyme treated regions might hint at a RNA structure with multiple possible states. These RNAs are called Riboswitches and they are an important regulatory mechanism in gene regulation by altering their structure when binding to small molecules \[[@bib12]\].

### 2.1.2. Frag-Seq {#sec2.1.2}

Just like PARS, Fragmentation Sequencing (Frag-Seq) \[[@bib13]\] specializes in determining the secondary structure of many RNAs simultaneously. It creates fragments by cleaving predominantly single-stranded nucleic acids with the nuclease P1. Subsequently, sequencing the remaining reads can give information about the cutting scores, the $log_{2}$-ratio of expression between treated and control samples. This method was used to probe the whole mouse nuclear transcriptome \[[@bib13]\] and correlated well with few available known structures. This method works best on stem-loop structures, but performs less well on small interior loops which it often fails to capture \[[@bib13]\]. Therefore this method is less favorable if a high resolution of the structure is desired. Instead of reflecting details, it is best suited for a global view of the structure. Also the enzyme P1 is relatively spacious compared to other RNases which could lead to a falsely low cutting score. This means that this method is not equipped for very long RNA structures with multiple or diverse long-range tertiary interactions, where the enzyme is unable to access the bases.

2.2. Chemical probing techniques {#sec2.2}
--------------------------------

Chemical probing techniques are a relatively recent invention to probe the secondary structure of RNA molecules. Their main advantage is that they can achieve better resolution due to the reagent\'s smaller size that can cover more nucleotides. Also some reagents can penetrate cells and probe RNAs *in vivo* in realistic conditions.

### 2.2.1. DMS {#sec2.2.1}

Dimethyl sulfate-Seq (DMS-Seq) \[[@bib14]\] was one of the first chemical probing techniques. By adding the DMS reagent to the RNA of interest, it alters the methylation of unpaired adenine and cytosine bases. Those changes subsequently lead to the interruption of replication during RT. Sequencing these shortened fragments and comparing them to the untreated control allows for the calculation of pairing probabilities per base. Unlike previous methods, this application can be realized *in vitro* as well as *in vivo* due to the ability of DMS to rapidly penetrate the cell and recent studies showed that there can be a significant difference in the structure in both states \[[@bib15]\]. Rouskin et al. treated yeast and mammalian cells with DMS *in vivo*, followed by sequencing \[[@bib16]\]. The resulting structures largely agreed with known structures, but seemed to be less structured and more dynamic *in vivo* than *in vitro*. Another genome-wide study on *arabidopsis thaliana* found that in general *in vitro* structures were more similar to *in silico* predicted structures, than the *in vivo* determined ones \[[@bib17]\]. This highlights the fact, that not only the sequence plays a role in forming secondary structure, but also the environment and interaction partners like RNA binding proteins (RBPs) should be taken into consideration. This would be an important aspect to consider when planning *in vivo* experiments.

### 2.2.2. SHAPE-Seq {#sec2.2.2}

Selective 2′-hydroxyl acylation analyzed by primer extension sequencing (SHAPE-Seq) \[[@bib18]\] is a novel form of RNA secondary structure probing. It is just like DMS-Seq dependent on a reagent that can bind to unbound bases of the RNA molecule. The main steps are to modify the folded RNA with chemical probes like 1-methyl-7-nitroisatoic anhydride (1M7) and run RT. This will be interrupted where the probe was previously bound and produce according fragments which can be sequenced and analyzed \[[@bib18]\]. Compared to a non-modified control, SHAPE-seq is then able to assess single RNA secondary structures by assigning an agent reaction probability to each nucleotide. The significant advantage compared to DMS techniques is the ability to bind to any of the four bases, leading to a higher resolution of the secondary structure. This can be extremely beneficial in point mutation studies like investigating RiboSNitches \[[@bib19]\]. RiboSNitches are genetic variants which have the ability to significantly alter the RNA structure and therefore also affect the RNA\'s functionality as a regulator. Additionally, SHAPE-Seq does not filter for poly(A) RNA. This feature is most indispensable for investigating non-coding RNAs, since many of them do not have a poly(A) tail. It was shown in a study \[[@bib18]\] that the average precision of pure *in silico* folding algorithms raises from 61.4% up to 88.9% by taking SHAPE-Seq data into account. Another study focused on the structure of *Escherichia coli* 16S rRNA and was able to reproduce the known structure by incorporating SHAPE-Seq data into the RNAstructure \[[@bib20]\] prediction algorithm with an accuracy of 97% \[[@bib21]\]. There is also an *in vivo* version of SHAPE-Seq, the so-called icSHAPE-Seq \[[@bib22]\] which compares *in vivo* to *in vitro* folded RNAs. Changes in their reactivities could identify new protein-binding motifs, since the binding makes the RNA inaccessible to the modification reagent. An important part to consider when performing this probing technique is to choose the right one among several chemical probes during preparation. After establishing the 1M7 reagent, several other substitutes such as NMIA, NAI-N~3~ and FAI followed. A study \[[@bib23]\] found that depending of the experiment setup, the results might differ significantly depending on the probe. It was suggested that for example the 1M7 reagent might have high temporal specificity, but performs worse for *in vivo* compared to other reagents.

### 2.2.3. Shotgun secondary structure {#sec2.2.3}

In general, lncRNAs can be quite long and for each base only the general pairing probability can be assessed. This leads to the problem that using conventional methods there is no option to differentiate between close and long-range base pairing. The longer the RNA is, the more possibilities exist and predictions can become less reliable. Therefore another addition to these methods is the shotgun secondary structure (3S) technique \[[@bib24]\] which tries to tackle this issue. The whole intact RNA structure profile is compared to overlapping fragments of the same RNA which preferably are shorter than 100 nucleotides. If the profile is similar, then this region can be assumed to be modular, i.e. independent from influence of far distance regions. The structure possibilities then can be reduced and the predicted structure becomes far more reliable. It is important to keep in mind that each method is not powerful enough yet to predict structure fully on its own, but is able to improve *in silico* predictions immensely by serving as additional constraints. Therefore the choice of computational algorithms are still vital to the overall secondary structure reconstruction process.

3. Computational structure prediction {#sec3}
=====================================

Since it was not feasible to experimentally determine the secondary structure of a large amount of long sequences, the *in silico* prediction was for a long time the only realistic source for studying RNA structure. Common approaches for investigating the secondary structure are comparative methods. They compare evolutionarily conserved regions and identify structural elements. But they require a relatively large input of conserved regions in different species which is a problem for lncRNAs, that are predominantly poorly conserved \[[@bib25]\]. Therefore, the only alternative for computational prediction is using thermodynamics. A widely applied approach in this case is RNAfold \[[@bib26]\]. This includes an implementation of the Zuker algorithm \[[@bib27]\] which calculates the minimal free energy (MFE) of a structure to any given RNA sequence. Every RNA molecule tries to adjust its structure to their surrounding conditions so it has a stable structure. This can be achieved by reducing the molecule\'s Gibbs free energy (G) in a structure. When G is maximally reduced, the structure of the molecule found its stable equilibrium state \[[@bib28]\] and is called the MFE structure. The drawback of this method is that a single RNA can exist in different structures, where the MFE structure might not even be the most functionally important one \[[@bib29]\]. With growing length of the RNA molecule, the complexity of the prediction increases as well which can lead to incorrect predictions. Instead of calculating the mere MFE structure of a given sequence, another approach is sFold \[[@bib30]\]. This technique is considering the whole Boltzmann ensemble of secondary structures from which it statistically samples suboptimal structures. Following, the ensemble centroid structure, which is the center of all sampled structures, is chosen as a representative. Compared to several known structures, it was found that the ensemble centroid structure could improve prediction accuracy significantly \[[@bib31]\].

3.1. Combining computational and probing methods {#sec3.1}
------------------------------------------------

Despite recent efforts to improve prediction methods, it was clear that further information was needed than just the sequence in order to improve structure prediction. Comparative experiments showed also that structure probing methods alone might often not generate enough evidence to conclude on the correct structure \[[@bib32]\]. Based on a handful of known RNA structures, the sensitivity and positive prediction value of the prediction algorithm improved from 61.9% and 55.3% to 83.3% and 79.5% respectively when used together with probing data. Therefore a combined method is highly preferred which can additionally deal with noise introduced data. In [Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, an exemplary comparison between the computational, chemically probed and crystallized structures can be seen and the combination with SHAPE-Seq is the closest to the crystallization structure which is assumed to be realistic. A popular method, which can combine computational prediction with structural probing data, is RNAstructure \[[@bib20]\]. It can combine different methods like ensemble centroid and MFE structure prediction with different experimental data from e.g. SHAPE-seq or NMR experiments and use them as constraints during prediction in order to improve accuracy \[[@bib20]\]. Seqfold \[[@bib33]\] is another method to incorporate experimental data into classical computational-based prediction methods by looking at a group of possible formations. It samples structures from the Boltzmann-weighted ensemble and clusters them. Simultaneously it assigns, based on experimental probing data, for each base its structural preference. The final predicted structure is then the centroid in that cluster which shows the most consensus with the structure preference profile. During comparative studies, the authors were able to show that the combination improved the prediction significantly and outperformed the other MFE methods \[[@bib34]\]. The SeqFold method can be applied with standard structure probing data from SHAPE, PARS and Frag-Seq experiments. Recognizing the recent advances in structural probing techniques for investigating lncRNAs functionally was an important step and already lead to some very promising results. While lncRNAs are an emerging and essential part in regulatory mechanisms of various fields, their functionality is still widely unknown due to a lack of protein products. In the following section, some examples of successfully probed lncRNA structures in the cardiovascular system will be introduced. Although the examples are still very scarce, they highlight the positive prospect of this approach.Fig. 1a) MFE based structure prediction by RNAfold \[[@bib26]\] b) Centroid based structure prediction by RNAfold \[[@bib26]\] c) Crystallization structure (PDB ID: [4V7T](pdb:4V7T){#intref0010}) d) SHAPE-Seq based predicted structure (RMDB ID: 5SRRNA_SHP_0001) of the *E. coli* 5S rRNA. Visualization with PseudoViewer \[[@bib35]\].Fig. 1

4. LncRNAs in the cardiovascular system {#sec4}
=======================================

4.1. Braveheart {#sec4.1}
---------------

Braveheart was characterized by Klattenhoff et al. \[[@bib36]\] while identifying embryonic stem cell (ESC) differentiation-specific genes in mice. They were able to show by RIP experiments that Braveheart interacts with the SUZ12 component of the PRC2 complex. This complex can suppress expression of its target genes by altering the epigenetic chromatin modifications, but needs to be guided to its destination first. LncRNAs were previously shown to also function as mediators for chromatin remodelling complexes, such as Myheart \[[@bib37]\], Chaer \[[@bib38]\], MANTIS \[[@bib39]\], Carmen \[[@bib40]\], Fendrr \[[@bib41]\] and ANRIL \[[@bib42]\]. Further, it was shown that loss of Braveheart affects the expression of its target genes significantly, which are known to be important for cardiovascular lineage commitment like MesP1, GATA4, HAND1, HAND2, NKX2.5 and TBX5. Later, the highly modulated secondary structure was determined by a combination of SHAPE, DMS and 3S probing experiments \[[@bib43]\]. As a result, Braveheart was found to be very modular and in particular its 5′ asymmetric G-righ internal loop (AGIL) motif was investigated. This motif was later shown to interact with even more binding proteins including CNBP/ZNF9 and HNRNPF. Loss of this motif through CRISPR/Cas9 was followed by a decrease in beating cardiomyocytes which developed from the mutant ESCs. This could only be reversed by reducing CNBP as well. This led to the assumption that the interaction between Braveheart and CNBP is essential for cardiomyocyte differentiation.

4.2. SRA {#sec4.2}
--------

The case of SRA is special, because its gene expresses not only protein coding transcripts, but also the lncRNA SRA. The difference is only based on alternative splicing influencing the first intron of the gene. Previously associated to breast cancer \[[@bib44]\], it is increasingly linked to adipogenesis \[[@bib45]\], steroidogenesis \[[@bib46]\] and myogenesis \[[@bib47]\] as well. SRA can enhance MyoD activity, a major transcription factor in cardiac muscle differentiation \[[@bib48]\]. Knockout experiments in zebrafish were able to show reduced cardiac contractility predominantly in ventricular heart chambers \[[@bib49]\]. Since the SRA lncRNA can also interact with the SRA protein through the RNA recognition motif (RRM), it can even control this enhancing effect during differentiation \[[@bib48]\]. Other binding partners include the protein complexes TrxG and PRC2 which can influence gene expression by altering histone modifications \[[@bib50]\]. In 2012, SRA was the first lncRNA that had its secondary structure probed by chemical and enzymatic methods by Novikova et al. \[[@bib51]\]. The resulting structure consists mainly of four domains with a range of several loop and helical structures. To see how the different probing methods accord with each other or even might complement each other, they probed the structure with several different experimental methods. The results showed that the chemical probing methods predominantly agree with each other, but the enzymatic characterization was lacking concordance sometimes. This could be explained by the relatively spacious enzyme, which might not be able to bind to the RNA in regions that are tightly structured. Through comparative studies, certain substructures were found to be highly conserved across vertebrates \[[@bib51]\], leading to the assumption of functional significance of these structures. Consequently which of the conserved domains are responsible for binding its target proteins still needs to be addressed by further analysis.

4.3. HOTAIR {#sec4.3}
-----------

HOTAIR (HOX transcript antisense intergenic RNA) is a roughly 2.2 kb long lncRNA that acts on the HoxD locus in *trans* by binding to several chromatin modifying proteins like PRC2 \[[@bib52]\] and LSD1 \[[@bib53]\]. Although HOTAIR was mainly studied in cancer \[[@bib54],[@bib55]\], there were several studies conducted which hint at its importance in heart development and disease. Among other lncRNAs, HOTAIR was found to be differentially expressed in heart failure patients as well as in the mouse model of cardiac hypertrophy obtained by transverse aortic constriction (TAC) \[[@bib56]\]. Also it was found to play a significant role in cardiomyocytes from sepsis mice \[[@bib57]\]. Functional and *in vivo* studies were able to show the regulatory potential of HOTAIR on p65 phosphorylation and NF-*κ*B which in turn leads to myocardial dysfunction by increased TNF-*α* production. The structure of the HOTAIR transcript was determined by Somarowthu et al. by different probing methods including SHAPE-Seq and DMS. This study resulted in four highly structured modules with more than 90% agreement between the different probing methods \[[@bib58]\]. Two of those modules were also found to be in concordance with previously investigated protein binding sites and phylogenetic comparison analysis showed significant evolutionary conservation of those sites.

5. Discussion {#sec5}
=============

Since the emergence of lncRNAs as a major regulatory mechanism in development and disease, the list of cardiac-related lncRNAs and the pressure to investigate them functionally keeps growing. Since lncRNAs do not encode for proteins, but instead can bind to various partners including proteins, DNA and other RNAs, their structure is the key in exploring their functionality. Recent research of Alu motifs in the lncRNAs MANTIS \[[@bib39]\] and ANRIL \[[@bib42]\] highlighted the role of specific patterns identifying their function. In ANRIL this motif is located in a central loop-like structure in the RNA transcript as well as in promoter regions of its *trans*-targeted genes, suggesting a RNA-chromatin interaction. Therefore exploring RNA structures could identify similar mechanisms. Improvements in computational and experimental techniques, and especially the combination of both, have shown an astonishing improvement in structure prediction. This led to predictions which already are very close to the real structure. It is important to keep in mind though, that each technique has certain advantages and flaws which need to be considered before planning an experiment, but since the determination of lncRNA structure is a relatively new field, there is still a lot of research being done. Also after probing the structures of lncRNAs, follow-up experiments are still essential to fully understand the importance of certain domains, but in the end more and more exciting examples of probed RNAs will emerge which will significantly improve our understanding of the cardiovascular system and disease.
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